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Welcome to the final issue of Australian Photography for 2017. head spin, it's
reassuring to see some things In a year that's gone by so fast it's made myare a
constant - Australian photographers continuing towow us on the international
stage. First Daniel Berehulak won his second Pulitzer prize and another
WorldPress Photo Award, and later in the year Adam Ferguson turned his lens
on rural Australia with a powerfulseries for the New York Times. But outside of
the worldof documentary photography there's been other significant
achievements too - regular AP contributor JustinGilligan being recognised as one
of the best wildlifephotographers in the world at the 2017 Wildlife Photographer of
the Year, and many other Australian photographers being acknowledged for
excellence in the SonyWorld Photo awards, probably the largest photo
competition in the world. You can see some of our favouriteshots from the year
on page 20.And with the ups, there's also been the downs. Itseems we can't go a
month without a controversy ofsome description rearing it's ugly head - the
outrageous case of the fake war photographer who fooledsome of the world's
biggest media organisations probably took the cake, even before we found out he
hadvanished and was hiding in a van somewhere on thewest coast of Australia.
We haven't escaped them either, with an eagle-eyed entrant in one of our
monthly
It's time to dust off your camera, pick up your binoculars and head back to the
great outdoors as the much-loved Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards return
once again with the best, as well as never-before-seen, photographs of wildlife; a
waving polar bear; a squirrel photographer and even a pair of gracefully iceskating penguins. This is a must-have book that is perfect for animal lovers and a
wonderful celebration of natural habitats all over the world! The Comedy Wildlife
Photography Awards is one of the most popular celebrations of animal welfare
and receives thousands of entries every year. It celebrates animals in their
natural habitats being themselves. Backed by the global conservation charity
Born Free Foundation, the awards applaud the tireless efforts made by some of
the most talented wildlife photographers on the planet.
The only Photoshop-based book dedicated to photographing and producing
images of nature Award-winning nature photographers Ellen and Josh Anon
reveal their secrets to creating stunning nature images using their field-tested
methods and the very latest Photoshop techniques. The book is packed with
practical workflows and smart, timesaving ways to use Photoshop’s broad array
of tools to optimize images—from improving tonal values to adding effects to
creating surreal montages with composites. The book is lavishly illustrated with
spectacular examples from the authors as well as from some of the most
esteemed nature photographers today. Explains how to use the latest version of
Photoshop and Photoshop Elements to produce stunning nature images Covers
tools and workflows best suited to natural subjects Features nature-focused
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photo-editing techniques, such as how to sharpen animal eyes, edit sky and land
separately, and repair delicate images like butterfly wings Provides shooting tips
and crucial insights for how to master the digital darkroom Includes pages of
beautiful examples from the authors and other exceptional nature photographers
Learn practical Photoshop skills and gain the confidence to produce your own
stunning images of nature with this practical and inspiring guide.
The photographs collected here include each of the category winners and
encompass all aspects of wildlife and environmental photography, from
underwater to urban wildlife. Twenty-five striking images from the competition's
special People's Choice vote are also included. For more than 50 years, the
Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has championed honest and
ethical wildlife photography, while pushing the boundaries of artistic freedom,
technical skill, and narrative excellence. The collection represents the work of
many international photographers. The photographs are chosen by an
international jury for their artistic merit and originality. The range of styles is also
diverse, as is the genre of photography, including action, macro, underwater,
landscape, or environmental reportage. Each stunning photograph is
accompanied by an extended caption, and there is an introduction by one of the
world's most respected nature photographers.
Annotation. This collection presents the most memorable and beautiful pictures
from 50 years of Wildlife Photographer of the Year, the world's most prestigious
wildlife photography competition. It is a landmark collection that captures the
diversity of the natural world and presents the many different ways of seeing and
interpreting life on earth.
The Handbook of Bird Photography distills the knowledge, talent, and experience
of three well-known professional wildlife photographers into one beautifully
illustrated volume. Written in a manner that is easy to understand, this book
offers fresh insight and practical tips that will broaden horizons for nature and bird
photographers. The authors share their stories showcasing photographs for
which they have received awards in major international wildlife photo
competitions. In this book, you'll learn about all of the elements that lead to a
great bird photograph, including: The bird photographer's equipment Shooting
techniques: exposure, focus, how to show movement and freeze action, etc. In
the field: bird behavior, hides, and how to attract birds How to use light and
compose and crop images The best sites for finding and photographing birds
You'll also learn how to show, share, promote, and sell your photographs. Bird
photography is a brilliant way to spend your free time, and for some it's a career.
This book helps beginners get the hang of things quickly and accurately, and
offers field-specific expertise for more experienced photographers.
The British Wildlife Photgraphy Awards were devised by British Wildlife Photographer
Chris Weston and Curator of Photography Maggie Gowan. The first awards were held
in 2009 to widespread acclaim, with support from esteemed organizations including
Natural England, WWF, and Outdoor Photography magazine. The winning and
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commended images were unveiled at Hooper's Gallery in London, with the exhibition
subsequently touring Britain. Each year, the very best images are brought together in a
fabulous book. Britain has some of the most beautiful and unique wildlife in the world,
and the sensational photographs from this prestigious competition capture and
celebrate its wonderful variety. Showcasing the work of both amateur and professional
photographers, this unique book highlights the great wealth of our island's natural
history.
120 astonishingly beautiful winning photographs from the 2008 Wildlife Photographer of
the Year competition. The winning entries, in a range of subjects and styles, were
chosen from an incredible 35,000 entries submitted by photographers around the world.
Readers will learn what it takes to succeed as a wildlife photographer. The book also
explains the necessary educational steps, useful character traits, potential hazards, and
daily job tasks related to this career. Sidebars include thought-provoking trivia.
Questions in the backmatter ask for text-dependent analysis. Photos, a glossary, and
additional resources are included.
Wildlife watchers and aspiring natural-history photographers - collect up your kit and get
ready for a practical course with a difference. Photographic workshops are
exceptionally popular but not everybody has the time or budget to attend one in person.
This 'workshop in book form' allows you to absorb the benefits of the workshop
experience without actually being on location with the professionals.
The 12th portfolio from the prestitigious BG Wildlife Photographer of the Year
competition is a collectable book for all lovers of wildlife and world-class photography. A
new collection of stunning wildlife photographs that represents the best images taken
by top nature photographers round the world and submitted to the 2002 competition.
More than 100 unforgettable pictures, covering natural subjects from plants to
endangered animals and underwater life to landscapes, will display the beauty of the
natural world. Selected from more than 19,000 entries, representing at least 60
countries, these images will comprise the winning and commended pictures from the
world's largest and most prestigious wildlife photography competition. Behind-thescenes information for each picture is given in a short caption, which includes
phtographic details. (The full collection of photographs will be available in June).
In celebrating the talents of photographers of all nationalities practicing in the UK, this
impressive collection highlights the diversity of British natural history This superb
collection of imagery showcases the very best of the British Wildlife Photography
Awards, an annual competition celebrating the breathtaking diversity of the natural
history of the British Isles. The photographs within the book demonstrate an
extraordinary range of viewpoints and differing approaches. Every picture is
accompanied by the photographer’s personal account of the inspiration behind the
image: wonderfully varied, amusing, and illuminating stories that help bring us closer to
the fascinating and often unseen world of nature. Also included are the photographer’s
notes, outlining their technique and the type of equipment used, making this an
invaluable resource for anyone interested in improving their photography or investing in
new equipment. Featuring a foreword by Stephanie Hilborne OBE, Chief Executive of
The Wildlife Trusts, this compilation will appeal to all ages and photographers of varying
levels of experience.
For 50 years, the Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition has championed honest and
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ethical wildlife photography, while pushing the boundaries of artistic freedom, technical skill
and narrative excellence. This collection of pictures features winning photographs from the
prestigious competition.
The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is the international showcase for the very
best photography featuring natural subjects. The Museumâ€™s 2012 week-to-viewdiaries
feature stunning photographs of the natural world from past years of the competition. The
perfect gifts for wildlife enthusiasts, each week has a specially selected photograph,
accompanied by a caption explaining where and how it was taken. There is a ribbon marker for
easy reference and it details national and religious holidays.
Richard Peters won the European Wildlife Photographer of the Year award for a photograph
taken in his very ordinary suburban back garden. In this book, he shares the methods he used
to get stunning professional nature photos without having to head out on safari. Starting with
the basics, this book will show a complete beginner how to capture pro-level pictures from their
garden. It covers where to place your camera, how optics can completely change your shot,
reveals the gadgets that can enhance your photos, and even how to overcome the elements.
This is the perfect book for bird-watchers and animal lovers who want to capture what they see
and share their passion with the world. Social media definitely loves a good animal photo!
Portfolio Nine contains all the winning and commended images from the 1999 British Gas
Wildlife Photographer of the Year Competition, organized by BBC Wildlife Magazine and The
Natural History Museum, London. This book shows the best wildlife pictures taken by
photographers worldwide.
Arnold Wilson is a professional biologist and an award-winning photographer, and both these
skills are shown to their best advantage in How to Photograph Garden Plants and Wildlife
through Four Seasons. As the title suggests, this book is a comprehensive guide to all aspects
of garden photography throughout the year. Its early chapters discuss the technical intricacies
of the camera and the many models currently available, before giving an impressively practical
overview of the vital, but often misunderstood, subject of photographic composition. The next
four chapters cover each of the seasons in turn, explaining what techniques to use to get the
best out of flowers and other plants and how to produce appealing and unusual action shots of
garden wildlife. Throughout, Arnold Wilson very much practises what he preaches. The book is
illustrated with over 200 of his magnificent photographs - becoming, in effect, a showcase for
the glories to be found in a British garden. How to Photograph Garden Plants and Wildlife
through Four Seasons is an indispensable guide for every nature photographer, from aspiring
to accomplished.
Long overdue, this is a unique book about wildlife photography and the power it has to improve
physical and mental well-being. Designed to appeal to a wide range of individuals, from
beginners with very little photographic experience through to those further along on their
photographic journey, Wildlife Photography from the Edge offers practical help, tips and insight
into the life of a working professional photographer who uses photography to help deal with his
PTSD and the physical reminders of his various careers as a soldier, physical training
instructor, and police officer. With some general tips and points about equipment, fieldcraft and
techniques, this book seamlessly aligns photography with creative suggestions around
mindfulness, well-being and holism to create a blueprint for anyone experiencing poor mental
or physical health, and who would like to express themselves creatively in the natural world.
Whether you want to go into your garden to photograph the wildlife there, or head further
afield, Wildlife Photography from the Edge will empower you to take the next step towards
regaining your sense of well-being, and improve the quality of your life.

Traditional Chinese edition of Chinas Second Continent: How a Million Migrants
Are Building a New Empire in Africa, a New York Times Notable Book and
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named One of the Best Books of the Year by The Economist, The Guardian and
Foreign Affairs. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books,
Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Digital Macro & Close-Up Photography takes you on an incredible journey into
the macro world where you can see insects that look like aliens, the hidden
symmetries of plants or the normally invisible workings of a machine blown-up to
huge proportions. Tec
Aimed at beginners, Foundation Course: Black & White Photography is part of a
structured series of tutorials that explain the basic skills and techniques of
photography in relation to a specific subject area. Written by experts, each book
is divided into six main sections: Basics, Lessons, Revision, Project, Analysis and
Progress. This chapter explains the concept of photography in a concise, easy-tofollow manner. There's information on the types of camera, lenses, tripods, filters
and other useful accessories; the basics of exposure, metering, aperture and
shutter speed, ISO, dynamic range, histograms, exposure compensation and
using filters. There's also information on colour and composition, including the
effects of light, the effects of colour on the perception of a photograph, plus how
this changes when shooting black and white.
A weekly diary featuring stunning wildlife images from past years of the
competition The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is the international
showcase for the very best photography featuring natural subjects. The
Museum's 2015 week-to-view diaries feature stunning photographs of the natural
world from past years of the competition. The perfect gifts for wildlife enthusiasts,
each week has a specially selected photograph accompanied by a caption
explaining where and how it was taken. There is a ribbon marker for easy
reference, and there are details of national and religious holidays. Also available
in a handy pocket size.
Wildlife Photographer of the YearThe Masters of Nature Photography
The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is the international showcase
for the very best photography featuring natural subjects. The Museum's 2011
diaries feature stunning photographs of the natural world from the past 20 years
of the competition. The perfect gifts for wildlife enthusiasts, every week has a
specially selected photograph, accompanied by a caption explaining where and
how it was taken. There is a ribbon marker for easy reference and it details
national and religious holidays. Available in desk and pocket format with a week
to view.
The forteenth portfolio from the prestigious Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is a
collectable book for wildlife enthusiasts and fans of world-class photography alike. This new
collection of stunning wildlife photographs represents the best images taken by top nature
photographers around the world that have been submitted to the 2005 Wildlife Photographer of
the Year competition. This lavish book features 90-100 unforgettable, beautiful images of
nature, of everything from animal behaviour and portraits, to underwater scenes, landscapes
and abstract compositions. Selected from more than 18,000 entries representing
photographers from at least 50 countries, these winning and commended images are a
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commemorative collection from the world's largest and most prestigious wildlife photography
competition. Each is accompanied by an informative and memorable caption, which includes
photographic details. The images themselves will be available for viewing from June 2005.
This book showcases the outstanding winning and commended entries from the 16th Wildlife
Photographer of the Year Competition. Behind-the-scenes information for each picture is given
in a short caption, as well as photographic details.
The Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition is the international showcase for the very
best photography featuring natural subjects. The Museum’s 2014 week-to-view diaries feature
stunning photographs of the natural world from past years of the competition. The perfect gifts
for wildlife enthusiasts, each week has a specially selected photograph accompanied by a
caption explaining where and how it was taken. There is a ribbon marker for easy reference
and there are details of national and religious holidays. Available in a hardback desk format
and handy pocket size.
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